
Imaginal

Touch-screens reflect back static as the fingers click and swipe
fake forests of suit men, calculated oligarchs of rewind, 
stiffened retro dancing in giant padded shoulder blades.
Daddy-O shadows cast derricks and drill rigs as inevitable, 
stoking zombie-terrorists with little puffs of smoke, 
fang banging the convention as polar ice caps melt.

Off-with-your-head theatrics date back decades now,
flag-waving wrist-flicks, joke and jingo lens flares,
bipolar semaphores lift the reptile eyelids in a cerebellum hunt,
the lock-the-doors and tune-the-weapons Rapture.

Euphoria comes in Hope-form with a “we”-ness we forget 
at a time when remembering renovates all forms of text, 
those living crystals in our brains, the blood lines, the possibility
for a single word to live longer than the living dead.

Ciphers and shadows on cave walls,
Platonic walkways to the golden Republic.
Always just an idea, a leap from sensate to a symbol.
Truth so flexible yet thralling, into the bones perceptible.
“You” becomes “we” long before “them” smotes a battlefield.

Caterpillars know voraciousness precedes the hiding 
into the darkness, that green slipper chrysalis after gorging.
It’s written on the wind maps anyone can Google.
Anything is possible. Imaginal under sun.

Dianas appear for a reason, all summer they shoot their arrows
into the fracking heart of the Goliaths.
They are the shimmers, the tremblings in our own skins
wriggling out of Kronos hiding, timeless before flying, 
inventing switch solutions for a solar-powered highway.

Listen as the inside out approaches, 
trumpet flowers into dahlias, all probocis-ready openings, 
aureoles in a galactic belt of yes, yes, yes.
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